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Accumulating evidence suggests that prenatal exposure to
infection contributes to the etiology of schizophrenia. This
line of investigation has been advanced by birth cohort stud-
ies that utilize prospectively acquired data from serologic
assays for infectious and immune biomarkers. These inves-
tigations have provided further support for this hypothesis
and permitted the investigation of new infectious pathogens
in relation to schizophrenia risk. Prenatal infections that
have been associated with schizophrenia include rubella, in-
fluenza, and toxoplasmosis. Maternal cytokines, including
interleukin-8, are also significantly increased in pregnan-
cies giving rise to schizophrenia cases. Although replication
of these findings is required, this body of work may ulti-
mately have important implications for the prevention of
schizophrenia, the elaboration of pathogenic mechanisms
in this disorder, and investigations of gene-environment
interactions.
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Evidence supporting the hypothesis that prenatal infec-
tion plays a role in the etiology of schizophrenia is in-
creasing. This article focuses on recent work from our
group and others which has demonstrated that gestational
exposure to influenza, other infections, and elevations of
specific pro-inflammatory cytokines are associated with
an increased risk of schizophrenia. In these investigations
several methodological advantages have been brought to
bear on informative birth cohorts and have helped to
support and extend this hypothesis. These design advan-
tages include prospective data using biomarkers on in-
fection in maternal serum samples and direct assessment
of cases.

Specific Prenatal Infections and Inflammatory
Biomarkers Implicated in Schizophrenia

Rubella

Prenatal rubella is a well-known central nervous system
teratogen and possibly is a cause of some childhood psy-
chiatric disorders.1 We therefore hypothesized that this
infection might also increase risk for adult schizophrenia.
To test this hypothesis, we examined the risk of schizo-
phrenia in members of a cohort in New York City who
were born to mothers with clinical rubella, which was se-
rologically confirmed. We found that 20% of prenatally
rubella-exposed subjects were diagnosedwith adult schizo-
phrenia,suggestinga10to20-foldincreaseinrisk.2Adecline
in IQ between childhood and adolescence in this cohort
was highly predictive of schizophrenia in the offspring.

Influenza

Among the in utero infections that are plausible risk fac-
tors for schizophrenia, influenza has been the most com-
monly examined. In a seminal study, Mednick et al.3

demonstrated an increase in risk of schizophrenia among
Finnish individuals who were in the second trimester of
fetal development during the 1957 A2 influenza pan-
demic; however, over 25 subsequent studies reported in-
consistent findings,4 leading investigators to question the
viability of the hypothesis.
Although these studies were groundbreaking, a signifi-

cant limitation was the reliance on ecologic data to define
influenza exposure, such that individuals were considered
to have been influenza-exposed based only on having
been in utero during one or more influenza epidemics.
Sincemost were not influenza-exposed, this led to nondif-
ferentialmisclassification of exposure, whichmay bias the
effect toward the null. To address this limitation, we
obtained serologic measures of antibody status in individ-
ual pregnancies to document influenza, then related the
exposure to risk of schizophrenia in offspring using direct,
research-based interviews.5 The sample was derived from
the Prenatal Determinants of Schizophrenia Study based
on a large and well-characterized birth cohort in northern
California that was followed up for schizophrenia.6 We
found that serologically documented influenza exposure
during early tomid-gestation was associated with a 3-fold
increased risk of schizophrenia; first trimester exposure to
influenza conferred a 7-fold increased risk.5
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Toxoplasmosis

Like rubella, Toxoplasma gondii, a ubiquitous intracellu-
lar parasite, is a well-known central nervous system te-
ratogen.7 We investigated whether elevated maternal
antibody to this infection was related to onset of schizo-
phrenia in adult life. Using bioassays on maternal ar-
chived serum from the same northern California birth
cohort as in the influenza study described above, we
demonstrated that elevated maternal toxoplasma IgG
antibody was associated with a 2 1/2-fold increase in
risk of schizophrenia.7

Herpes Simplex Virus Type 2 (HSV-2)

In another birth cohort, Buka et al.8 found elevated ma-
ternal IgG antibody to HSV-2 in offspring who later de-
veloped psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia. In
a larger sample consisting exclusively of schizophrenia
and schizophrenia spectrum disorder cases, however,
we were not able to replicate this finding.9

Cytokines

Cytokines and chemokines are known tomediate the host
response to infection and thus might explain associations
between different prenatal infections and schizophrenia.
In our birth cohort study in northern California, we dem-
onstrated that second-trimester maternal levels of the
chemokine interleukin-8 (IL-8) were nearly twice as
high for offspring who later developed schizophrenia,
compared with controls. In a smaller sample an associa-
tion was demonstrated between maternal TNF-a and
psychotic disorders among offspring.10

Interpretation and Limitations of the Findings

These findings have provided the strongest evidence to
date that prenatal infection contributes to risk for schizo-
phrenia. They must, however, must be viewed with cau-
tion. First, there have yet to be attempts to replicate most
of these results in the published literature. Second, the
mechanisms by which these infections might lead to
schizophrenia have not been well delineated. Potential
mechanisms include teratogenic effects of maternal anti-
bodies on neurodevelopment and a surge in circulating
cytokines. Recent animal models suggest that influenza
and immune activation have effects on the fetal brain
that appear to be concordant with findings observed in
schizophrenia.11

With regard to toxoplasmosis, an increase in IgM an-
tibody, an indicator of recent infection, was not found;
thus, the observed increase in IgG antibody may have
resulted from an infection occurring months or years
prior to the measurement. Nonetheless, since toxoplasma
remains in a latent, sequestered state for many years fol-
lowing infection, it is conceivable that suppressed reacti-
vation of this parasite by a chronic maternal immune

response, rather than the organism itself, may be respon-
sible for the association.
The reasons for the association between second-trimester

IL-8 and schizophrenia are also unclear, in part because
the many roles of this chemokine are still under investi-
gation. Among its known functions, IL-8 is involved in
the adherence of neutrophils to endothelial cells and in
free radical formation.12 Nonetheless, the plausibility
of IL-8 as a risk factor for schizophrenia is supported
by the fact that this chemokine has been associated
with chorioamnionitis in infants born at term, and a sig-
nificant correlation has been observed between maternal
and neonatal serum IL-8 levels.
A third limitation is that we have yet to investigate

whether these infections and immune disturbances act
in concert with one another to increase schizophrenia
risk. This work is underway.

Future Directions

Wewish to highlight 3 potential implications of this work
for future research and interventions. First, it is impor-
tant to test the plausibility of this hypothesis and to iden-
tify pathogenic mechanisms by which these infections
increase schizophrenia risk. This can be addressed by
translational approaches, such as that noted above for
influenza, and by clinical studies, which we have been
conducting, that aim to relate prenatal infection to brain
anomalies that have been observed in adult patients with
schizophrenia.
Second, we believe that it is essential for future work to

investigate interactions between prenatal infection and
susceptibility genes. Given that the effect sizes observed
have been moderate, it is likely that prenatal infection
increases risk of schizophrenia only among subgroups
of vulnerable individuals, including those who are genet-
ically predisposed or who have been exposed to other
environmental factors. This work could help to provide
a more complete picture of disease causation and poten-
tially aid in the identification of vulnerability genes.
Finally, studies of prenatal infection and schizophre-

nia may hold considerable promise for preventive ef-
forts. Our data on influenza indicated that as many as
14% of schizophrenia cases would not have occurred if
influenza infection during early to mid-gestation had
been prevented.5 This may have important public health
implications, given that there are many available pre-
ventive strategies for influenza and other infections,
including vaccination, antibiotics, and simple hygienic
measures.
In summary, our data thus far suggest that several

prenatal infections and inflammatory biomarkers may
contribute to the etiology of schizophrenia. It must
be emphasized, however, that these findings require
replication in independent samples before any specific
public health measures are recommended. Nonetheless,
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the study of prenatal infection in schizophrenia prom-
ises to play an important role in revealing at least some
of the biological underpinnings of this devastating dis-
order.
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